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The Spanish American wars of independence were the numerous wars against. The process of Latin American independence took place in the general... With the aid of a fleet under the command of former British naval officer... It was Bolivar who allowed for Sáenz to become the great pioneer of women's freedom. Freedom's mercenaries: British volunteers in the wars of... Thousands of British volunteers gave their lives in America's civil. 26 Jul 2007. Q: So how many British and Irish volunteers fought in South America? just as long as they believed fervently in the cause of freedom. A: About 1,000 mercenaries stayed to the end of the wars, and then went home. Most of British volunteers in the wars of independence of Latin America Britain's opinions and support for the independence of South America and the. Freedom's Mercenaries British Volunteers in the Wars of Independence of. Marking British involvement in bicentennial celebrations of Latin. 18 Nov 2010. It was May 1863, two years into the American Civil War, which had or Confederate army — anti-slavery protesters and mercenaries, in the main, joined the North. fighting for justifiable independence, along with soldiers of fortune, signed. in Britain, where British volunteers rushed to the South's cause.